
Billed items on hold: 

For background: there is no way to prevent holds from being placed on titles with only billed 
items attached in the main MORE Catalog (BiblioCore). The logic is that these things might 
come back! But of course that's not always the case, and holds can hang out for a long time.   
 
At their meeting in June, MORE’s Resource Sharing/Collection Development (RSCD) Committee 
recommended cancelling holds when the only attached item has been billed for 2-3 months. An 
IFLS staff member has been tracking and handling these situations. Does the Operations 
Committee have any further comment on the procedure? 
 

Current Damaged Item Procedure: (Taken from IFLS website https://iflsweb.org/knowledge-

base/damaged-items/ ) 

If there is anything wrong with an item, follow the appropriate procedure below. DO 

NOT CHECK IT IN FIRST. 

It is the responsibility of the circ staff in every library to check incoming items for 

anything that might be damaged BEFORE being checked in.  Once the item is checked 

in, important transaction information may be lost. 

It is the circulating library’s responsibility to contact/resolve the matter with the patron 

before returning the item to the owning library. If the owning library receives an item 

through the courier and it does not have a damage form attached, the owning library 

should not try to bill a patron for that item without working with the circulating library. 

Forms 

• Damage form – Print on yellow paper 

• Reimbursement form 

 

A patron claims responsibility for item 
damage 

If the patron returns the item in person, admits to causing the damage and wants to pay 

for it: 

1. Mark the item as lost. 

2. Add the bill. 
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3. Collect the money. If the item is owned by another library, payment must be sent to 

that library. It is often easiest to have the patron make a check out to the owning 

library, though procedures vary by library. Make sure to include the MORE 

reimbursement form when sending payment to the owning library. 

Damaged item returned without staff 
interaction with the patron 

For example, a damaged item returned in a book drop. Determine if the damage was 

caused by normal wear and tear, or if the patron misused it and is responsible for 

damages. 

If the damage is 

normal wear and 

tear 

1. Fill out a Damage form, insert it in the item as a flag or tape it to 

the outside of the item over the barcode, and return it to the 

owning library by checking it in. 

2. If any holds are triggered, click Check in – do not fulfill Hold. 

3. Do not check it out to anyone; if the damage is minor it can be 

repaired but if the item continues to circulate the damage is likely 

to get worse to the point of being beyond repair.  The owning 

library needs to evaluate it at the point the damage is noted. 

4. When the owning library receives it they need to decide whether 

to repair the damage, note the damage on the inside of the front 

cover and return it to circulation, or withdraw it. 

If the damage is 

from possible 

misuse by the 

patron (ripped 

front, scribbling, 

CD cracked, 

chewed by dog) 

1. Do not check it in; it will need to remain on the patron’s record. 

2. Notify the patron that the item was returned damaged and that the 

owning library will charge either the full replacement cost or a 

fee for the damage. 

3. Fill out a Damage form, insert it in the item as a flag or tape it 

to the outside of the item over the barcode and put it in the 
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courier.  DO NOT write a note, stick something in the middle of 

the book, or anything else that would make it difficult to find and 

figure out the problem with the item. 

4. When the owning library receives the item, they will either add a 

manual charge for the damage and check it in, or if replacement 

is needed mark the item as lost and generate a bill. 

Damaged item incoming from the courier 

Determine whether or not the damage seems caused by the courier or patron misuse 

If it appears the 

item was 

damaged by the 

courier 

1. The receiving library must open an IFLS Help Desk ticket 

immediately.  We have only 72 hours to submit a claim to the 

courier company. 

2. It doesn’t matter if the item belongs to your library or not; if you 

are taking it out of the courier bin and suspect damage caused by 

the courier, you must call it in. 

3. If the item is damaged beyond use, return the item to the owning 

library.  NOTE:  Owning library must send the damaged item to 

IFLS ILL; they will submit it to Waltco for proof of damage as part 

of the claim process. 

If the item is 

damaged and 

the damage does 

not appear to be 

caused by 

courier 

Items owned by other libraries: 

1. Fill out and follow instructions on the Damage form, insert it in 

the item as a flag or tape it to the outside of the item over the 

barcode, and return it to the owning library by checking it in. 

2. If any holds are triggered, select “Check in – do not fulfill 

Hold.”  If the item is incoming for your patron, transfer the hold if 

there are other copies that could fulfill it, or cancel it if not. 
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3. Do not check it out to anyone else; if the damage is minor it can 

be repaired but if the item continues to circulate the damage is 

likely to get worse to the point of being beyond repair. 

4. The owning library needs to evaluate it at the point the damage is 

noted. When the owning library receives it they need to decide 

whether to: 

•  

o repair the damage 

o note the damage on the inside of the front cover and return the 

item to circulation 

o bill the patron responsible for the damage 

o bill the library that filled a hold with the damaged item, or 

o withdraw the item 

Items owned by your library with no damage form: 

• If you feel the damage was caused by a patron and is billable: 

1.  

1. Determine the library that sent your item back to you (“the library 

of last transaction”). Contact MORE staff if you need help 

figuring out which library that was. 

2. Work with the sending/check-in library to determine 

responsibility for the item replacement. Options include adding a 

bill to the patron record or requesting payment from that library. 

3. If the patron will be billed, the sending/check-in library should 

notify their patron to expect the bill. 

• If the damage is not billable, note the damage on the inside of the 

front cover and return it to circulation, or withdraw it. 

  

 

 

 



Collection Agency Data: 

• 5 libraries are customers of UMS (Unique Management, a collection agency that works 
with many public libraries):  

o Balsam Lake, based on BL as home library  
o Chippewa Falls, based on CF ptype; new submissions currently suspended  
o Eau Claire, based on EC ptype  
o Ladysmith, based on LA as home library  
o Menomonie, based on ME ptype  

• The libraries share the cost of a Sierra module that collects and sends patron account 
information to UMS, based on certain criteria  

• Patrons must owe at least $25 and have at least one billed item on their account to be 
eligible for collections   

• Accounts are sent to UMS 25-35 days after at least one item is billed: a "z" MBLOCK and 
collection agency charge are applied  

• Patrons must pay the total amount owed in full before the "z" MBLOCK is automatically 
removed overnight  

• Libraries using a collection agency service pay for both the Sierra module that 
automates sending patron accounts to UMS, as well as UMS's services. Historically, 
collection agency-related decisions have been local (rather than MORE-wide) 
decisions  

• UMS customers can speak to how UMS makes its contacts, the experience of patrons 
whose accounts are sent to collections, and other information about the service  

 

MORE Training: 

The recent IFLS planning survey revealed some concern about MORE training (or lack thereof). 

IFLS staff focus has tended toward support and localized training rather than group training 

recently, but this may need some revisiting. 

 


